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I've always loved to draw... 
I grew up one of seven kids.  Five brothers and a baby sister.  I fell 5th in line.  And, although we 
were a tight family and I adore them all it was at times a little overwhelming.   A lot of noise, a bit 
of fighting, and always a game or a party or just neighbors and friends in and out.   And so, as a 
quiet and shy girl I retreated to my room and found comfort in putting pencil to paper and copy-
ing photos from anything I could find from TV Guides to magazines.  My parents signed me up 
for private painting lessons when, at 14, I created my first oil painting....on paper....because I 
didn't know anything about canvas.  Since then my passion for drawing and painting and creat-
ing grew and today, years later, I am still growing and learning and exploring.   And that's what 
makes art, of any kind, so wonderful.  There is no "graduation" or "completion" date.  You don't 
ever come to a point where you say "Ok....I've made it.   I've done it all, learned it all and I 
 am finished".   
I have so much more to do...and learn 

10% of all sales will benefit The Albert Wisner Public Library.   

To purchase contact Janet Lennon:  Janet.Lennon@Hilton.com 

   Paintings  
                                                          Janet Lennon 
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Many of Joanne’s photographs and paintings are inspired by the  

landscape and people of the Hudson Valley.  

The photographs are digital and printed on canvas.    

Joanne has been  an Orange County resident  for most of her life. 

To learn more about Joanne’s art visit her website at www.jvk.com 

10% of all sales will benefit The Albert Wisner Public Library.   

For purchases contact Joanne Kelly:  jkelly7@hvc.rr.com or call (914) 610-0852 
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Joanne Van Haaster-Kelly 


